








A LIVE MANIFESTO
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LABORATORIO PARA LA CIUDAD
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WHO WE ARE

Theatrum Mundi is a European centre for research and 
experimentation in the culture of cities. We help to expand 
the crafts of city-making through collaboration with the arts, 
developing imaginative responses to shared questions about 
the staging of urban public life. 

We operate from both the UK and France.



WHAT WE DO

(1) Support peer-to-peer lifelong learning 
and productive collaboration between 
city-makers, scholars, activists and artists

(2) Develop new ways of understanding 
the ecological, cultural, and political 
conditions

(3) Broaden public understanding of these 
conditions through publishing, media and 
performance.



RESEARCH



WORKSHOPS



PERFORMANCES



RESIDENCIES



PUBLICATIONS



HOW WE DO IT

(1) We collaborate or encourage collaboration between 
artists and city-makers and with a range of partners from 
cultural institutions to universities.

(2) We convene practitioners and scholars in workshops, 
seminars, public events, and creative projects, operating in 
the space between formal education and practice. 

(3) We publish independently and disseminate work in 
various formats through other platforms. 

(4) We act as a bridge for collaboration between the UK 
and EU post-Brexit.

(1) Research
(2) Residencies
(3) Consultancy 
(4) Teaching
(5) Cohort
(6) Fellowships & Placements



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-1TxHc8Kz3RDSQ2ot0N38iSQs4-0W0oV/preview


UNIT 1: LEARNING OBJECTIVES

(1) We develop an awareness of the situated and contested nature of urban transactions and 
creative civic practices

(2) We challenge students to consider their own cultural identity and voice in relation to others

(3) We learn multiple ways of addressing, voicing and countering the challenges that cities face 
through your own transcultural social experiences and encounters

(4) We establish a situated position for recognising and reflecting upon these



UNIT 1: VOICES FROM THE CITY 

The unit explores the tension between the local, city wide and global scales, 
and considers the different forms of mobility of the voice at these scales. 

We ask:
● how do spatial practitioners use their voices? 
● what infrastructures and networks they use to speak?
● what effects their voices have? 
● how are architecture and urban space used to amplify or even silence different voices?
● how can these voices act in, and on, the city? 



UNIT 1: PEDAGOGICAL SEEDS

(1) TRANSNATIONAL DUET

We invite two practitioners from different disciplines and cities - including activists, artists, 
policymakers and academics - to discuss their work with each other and with the students in 
relation to a set topic.

Each duet is a themed conversation from multiple points of view, bringing together 
perspectives on a topic or form of civic practice from cities on different continents.



At the local scale, we engage with the voices of the artists and activists exploring themes of 
citizenship (as felt experience), identity and displacement within specific urban contexts.

DUET ON CITIZENSHIP 
Aqui Thami, Syrian and Greek Youth Forum, Shareen Elnaschie 



At the city-wide scale, we explore platforming as situated practice (as shared experience) — how 
platforms can be used to uphold institutionally recognised forms of speech, but can also serve as 
tools to critique, disrupt, and remake our urban environments. 

DUET ON PLATFORMING 
Arman Nouri, Kwende Kefentse, Naomi Waltham-Smith, Urok Shirhan 



At the global scale, we discuss polyphony and counterpoint (as transnational and polyphonic 
voices across cities) investigating the space and time relation of voices and their intelligibility.

DUET ON POLYPHONY & COUNTERPOINT 
Eleni Ikoniadou, Gascia Ouzounian



At the global scale, we consider failures and frustrations in transnational bureaucratic operations, where the geographic territories of 
rhetoric become generic and  meaningless, and consider the value of critique and voicing failure. 

DUET ON GLOBAL FAILURES
Contracondutas, Corina Angheloiu



CALL AND RESPONSE
Thinking in a plural sense, Nabil Al-Kinani

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jMd1odL1JKYDN8DfjufbTd4TrgYiD4RM/preview


CALL AND RESPONSE
From unheard to heard, Charlie Wilson



UNIT 1: PEDAGOGICAL SEEDS

(2) SPRINT

'Sprint' is an intensive teaching and learning weekend dedicated to practical skills and the 
production of work collectively and individually. While the rest of the unit takes place online, 
Sprint learning happens in person.

So far, we have organised the following Sprints:

- Radio Show with Radio Espacio Estacion
- Workshop on Ethical positioning supported by CSM staff
- Workshops on Creative Writing, Emotional and Tonal positionality, Soundmaking and 

Scoring the City (supported by Theatrum Mundi colleagues)



RADIO SHOW

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1bOiroon1CPny7GXyr30h9JMu41LJTxBC/preview


SCORING THE CITY WORKSHOP



















UNIT 1: PEDAGOGICAL SEEDS

(3)  EXTRA-CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES

FILM CLUB

Estate a Reverie
Director: Andrea Luka Zimerman 
City: London, England

O Som ao Redor (Neighbouring Sounds)
Director: Kleber Mendonça Filho 
City: Recife, Brazil 

80 Blocks from Tiffany’s
Director: Gary Weis 
City: New York, USA 



UNIT 1: PEDAGOGICAL SEEDS

(3)  EXTRA-CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES

MA ECHANGE overlapping sessions with CSM’s MA Performance: Society

- exchange knowledge 
- learn from other creative approaches



UNIT 1: UN/LEARNING APPROACH 

(1) learning by listening to each others’ experiences, rituals and practices and 
learning by doing through experimenting with new formats of speaking, writing, responding 
and reacting.

(2) create a safe space and open forum for learning and unlearning in a respectful and 
considerate manner

(3) encourage to develop practitioners’ own voice and reflect critically on their own positionality 
and the context of their own situated practice.

(4) challenge the voices of authority through peer-to-peer learning

(5) value the process as much as any individual and collective material and immaterial outcome 
produced by all











Sadia Rahman workshop for Climate Forum



Andrea Bugli speaking to the GLA’s Cultural Spaces at Risk Team



Khadijah Carberry workshop for Climate Forum









Charlie Wilson’s Careburg   






